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Abstract. Network Coordinate System (NCS) is an efficient and scal-
able mechanism to predict latency between any two network hosts based
on historical measurements. Most NCS models, such as metric space em-
bedding based, like Vivaldi, and matrix factorization based, like DMF
and Phoenix, use squared error measure in training which suffers from
the erroneous records, i.e. the records with large noise. To overcome this
drawback, we introduce an elegant error measure, the Huber norm to
network latency prediction. The Huber norm shows its robustness to
the large data noise while remaining efficiency of optimization. Based on
that, we upgrade the traditional NCS models into more robust versions,
namely Robust Vivaldi model and Robust Matrix Factorization model.
We conduct extensive experiments to compare the proposed models with
traditional ones and the results show that our approaches significantly
increase the accuracy of network latency prediction.

Keywords: Network Coordinate Systems, Robust Error Measure, Met-
ric Space Embedding, Matrix Factorization.

1 Introduction

The prediction of network latency, e.g. Round-Trip Time(RTT), has been a hot
research topic over the last few years. Predicting network latencies between two
network hosts without involving physical measurements may benefit many net-
working applications, like geometric routing[14], large scale online game systems
[4], locality-aware data center selection[6], and P2P file sharing.

One way to predict network latency is via a Network Coordinate System
(NCS)[9,17,15,8]. NCS tries to assign each network host some coordinates rep-
resenting its virtual location in the network and the latency between two hosts
is computed using a prediction function over the coordinates. To learn the coor-
dinates for each host, we only need to measure a small fraction of all the pairs
of the hosts and adjust the coordinates in order to minimize the prediction error
on these records. Since the coordinates of one host are just a constant number of
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values, from Valiant’s learning theory [18] we could learn the coordinates with
just O(N) measurements and predict the N2 latencies between all host pairs,
which makes the system scalable.

NCS approaches could be categorized into two classes: metric space embed-
ding models and matrix factorization models. One of the most representative
metric space embedding based approach is Vivaldi [9], which maps the network
hosts into a Euclidean space and approximates network latencies with the Eu-
clidean distances between the image points. In matrix factorization models, such
as Phoenix [8] and DMF [15], the pairwise latency matrix is approximated by
the factorization of two low-rank matrices, one for the source hosts and the other
for the destination hosts. Most of these traditional NCS’s use the �2-norm1 as
the measure of the prediction error, due to its simplicity in model learning.
However, the complexity of the Internet may cause extremely large noise in the
measurement of the latency between hosts, and the quadratic �2-norm shows
high sensitivity to such erroneous data records. In this paper, we address the
issue of large data noise based on an elaborately designed error measure—the
Huber norm, which is more robust for the erroneous data records while remain-
ing simplicity of learning the model. Based on the Huber norm, we propose a
robust framework of NCS and further increase the accuracy of network latency
prediction. The key contributions of this paper are threefold:

1. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to introduce and study the
Huber norm for network latency prediction, based on which we upgrade the
traditional Vivaldi and matrix factorization models to more robust versions.

2. We derive two algorithms to learn the robust models—stochastic gradient
descent and alternative damped-Newton method. The former has simple
implementation and runs faster in terms of CPU time, while the latter takes
fewer iterations for convergence.

3. We conduct extensive experiments to demonstrate that our robust models
significantly outperform the traditional ones. Specifically, we find the robust
version of Vivaldi shows much higher accuracy than other methods when
neighbors of one host are fewer than 32 and may be the preferred model in
many applications.

1.1 Preliminaries

Before we introduce the NCS approaches, let’s formally define the problem of
network coordinating. Assume that we haveN network hosts. We may use anN×
N matrix Y to denote the pairwise latency matrix, and let W denote the indices
set of known entries, i.e., Yi,j is known(measured) for (i, j) ∈ W and generally
|W | � N ×N . For each entry in the latency matrix Y , whether or not known,
we may predict its value using Ŷi,j = predC(i, j), where predC(i, j) is a universal
representation of the prediction function and the prediction is made based on
the virtual coordinates assigned to the hosts, noted as C. The problem is now
how to assign and adjust the coordinates for each network host in order to make

1 The �2-norm of an error vector e = (e1, e2, ..., en) is defined as ‖e‖2 =
√∑n

i=1(ei)
2.
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the predicted latency matrix Ŷ as close to the matrix of true measurements Y as
possible. We use the prediction error measure function φ(Ŷ , Y ) to characterize
the closeness between the Ŷ and Y . Then in a NCS, we generally aim to solve
the following optimization problem

C∗ = argmin
C

φ(Ŷ , Y ) (1)

Both the prediction function predC(i, j) and the error measure function φ(Ŷ , Y )
should be specified for a NCS.

2 Related Work

2.1 Metric Space Embedding Models

In metric space embedding models, each host is associated with a position in
a metric space, such as Euclidean space [9] and hyperbolic space [16], etc. The
latency between two hosts is then estimated as the distance between their po-
sitions in the space. Vivaldi [9] is the most representative metric space embed-
ding based approach, whose variants have been employed in real-world systems,
such as Htrae [4]. In this model, the network hosts are embedded into a D-
dimensional Euclidean space. Assume that two nodes i, j have embedded coor-
dinates Xi = (Xi,1, ..., Xi,D) and Xj = (Xj,1, ..., Xj,D). We may calculate the
Euclidean distance between i, j as ‖Xi −Xj‖2.

In Vivaldi, the authors also define quantities of heights H = (h1, h2, ..., hN)
(hi ≥ 0) for each host to characterize the host’s intrinsic contribution to the
latency, say the latency from a host to the nearest ISP. The prediction function
is then defined as

predX,H(i, j) := ‖Xi −Xj‖2 + hi + hj , (2)

so we have Ŷi,j = ‖Xi −Xj‖2 + hi + hj . The coordinates are learned by opti-
mization algorithms so as to minimize the summation of prediction errors over
the known entries in Y . Formally, in Vivaldi, we achieve the coordinates X and
H by solving the the following optimization problem with an �2-norm objective
function

X∗, H∗ = argmin
X,H

φ(Ŷ , Y ) = argmin
X,H

∥
∥
∥Ŷ − Y

∥
∥
∥
2

(3)

= argmin
X,H

∑

(i,j)∈W

[‖Xi −Xj‖2 + hi + hj − Yi,j ]
2 (4)

The above problem could be solved using stochastic gradient descent [5] and due
to the space limitation, we refer to [9] for details.
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2.2 Matrix Factorization Models

The representative matrix factorization NCS approaches include IDES [17],
Phoenix [8] and DMF [15] etc. In this kind of models, we generally seek the
following approximation for the latency matrix Y .

Y ≈ UV T

The two factor matrices U, V represent the out-coordinates and the
in-coordinates of the hosts. Specifically, the i-th row of U is the out-coordinate
of host i and the jth row of V is the in-coordinate of node j. Let Ŷ = UV T , so
Ŷi,j =

∑K
k=1 Ui,kVj,k. The prediction function here is specified as

predU,V (i, j) :=

K∑

k=1

Ui,kVj,k = (UV T )i,j . (5)

Similar to Vivaldi, we may find U and V by minimizing the prediction error
φ(Ŷ , Y ) over the known entries, and formally we have

U∗, V ∗ = argmin
U,V

φ(Ŷ , Y ) = argmin
U,V

∥
∥
∥Ŷ − Y

∥
∥
∥
2

(6)

= argmin
U,V

∑

(i,j)∈W

[(UV T )i,j − Yi,j ]
2 (7)

From (6) and (3), we may see that traditional NCS’s mostly use l2-norm in their
objective function. This choice of prediction error measure has its easiness for
optimization. In the next subsection, we’ll discuss whether this is a proper choice
for network latency prediction.

2.3 Issue of Data Noise

We must also, however, recognize the inherent complexity of network latencies.
Because of the existence of inefficient routing rule, network congestions, mali-
cious attack etc., many of data records we get and use to build the NCS may
contain extremely large noise. If the NCS tries to fit these data records, it may
deviate from the true distance model behind the whole network. Many people
have recognized this phenomenon, and try to overcome it by introducing a “faith”
factor on the host or the records. For example, Vivaldi introduced a weight in
[0, 1] on each host to indicate how reliable its coordinates are. Similarly, Phoenix
introduced a weight on each record indicating how reliable it is. Hosts or records
with smaller weights will have less impact on the NCS. While such weight based
approach can improve the stability and accuracy of NCS, it is very heuristic and
often involves several parameters in the model that make tuning difficult.

We attack the issue of data noise from another direction by leveraging a noise
robust error measure—the Huber norm, based on which we propose the robust
versions of Vivaldi and matrix factorization models as described in the next
section.
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3 Algorithm Design

3.1 Huber Norm

A simple choice of robust measure is the �1-norm2, which has shown consid-
erably less sensitivity to large measurement errors than �2-norm measures[13].
However, �1-norm is not continuously differentiable so its numerical minimiza-
tion is difficult. In [12], Huber presents an elegant error-measure defined as (8)
and illustrated in Figure 1.

Mε(r) =

{
r2

2ε , |r| ≤ ε

|r| − ε
2 , |r| ≥ ε

(8)

The Huber norm is a combination of �1/�2 norm (see in Figure 1). The tradeoff of
�1 or �2 is controlled by the parameter ε : for small errors |r| ≤ ε, it assumes the
�2 norm, while for large errors |r| > ε, it assumes the �1 norm. We’ll empirically
investigate the role of parameter ε in our models in Section 4.3. Compared to �2

norm, the Huber norm is more robust since large errors only has a linear impact.
On the other hand, it is easier to optimize than �1 norm in some sense because
it is continuously differentiable.

M
ε
(r)

r

�
1 norm

�
2 norm

ε
−ε

Fig. 1. The Huber norm

By leveraging the Huber norm, the learning objective of NCS (1) becomes

C∗ = argmin
C

∑

(i,j)∈W

Mε(predC(i, j)− Yi,j) (9)

In the next two subsections we will describe how we specify and solve (9) for the
robust versions of Vivaldi and matrix factorization models, respectively.

3.2 Robust Vivaldi

Substituting (2) into (9), we may train the model to learn the coordinates in the
Euclidean space X and the heights H via optimizing

X∗, H∗ = argmin
X,H

∑

(i,j)∈W

Mε[‖Xi −Xj‖2 + hi + hj − Yi,j ] (10)

2 The �1-norm of an error vector e = (e1, e2, ..., en) is defined as ‖e‖1 =
∑n

i=1 |ei|.
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We leverage two alternative methods, stochastic gradient descent and alternative
damped-Newton to solve the above problem.

Stochastic Gradient Descent: One way to solve the problem is by stochastic
gradient descent [5]. For each measurement record Yi,j , we do the following
update on the coordinates Xi and heights hi:

Fi,j = Mε(‖Xi −Xj‖+ hi + hj − Yi,j) (11)

Xi,d ← Xi,d − δ
∂

∂Xi,d
Fi,j (d = 1 · · ·D) (12)

hi ← max(0, hi − δ
∂

∂hi
Fi,j) (13)

where δ is the learning rate. In each round, we first randomly shuffle the training
data, and then do the updates as (11), (12), (13).

Alternative Damped-Newton:We then utilize another optimization scheme–
alternative damped-Newton method [7].

Instead of considering one sample at a time, alternative damped-Newton
method considers all neighbors3 of one host at the same time. Specifically, for
one host i, fixing the coordinates of other hosts, it tries to optimize the sum of
prediction errors from i to all its neighbors:

Fi =
∑

j:(i,j)∈W

Mε(‖Xi −Xj‖2 + hi + hj − Yi,j) (14)

To achieve this efficiently, we first consider Newton’s method. Let G = ∇XiFi

be the gradient, H = HXiFi be the Hessian. Then Newton’s Method updates
Xi ← Xi−G\H4. However, since M ′′

ε (x) = 0 for |x| < ε, H can often be singular
and G\H undefined. To overcome this problem, we use Damped-Newton Method.
Specifically, we introduce the damping factor λ and modify the update rule to:

Xi ← Xi − G\(H + λI) (15)

Note that when λ is small, the update rule approximates a Newton update, but
when λ grows larger, the update becomes similar to a gradient descent with
learning rate 1/λ. We use an adaptive scheme to choose a proper λ—starting
with λ = 1, try λ ← 2λ until Fi decreases or λ becomes too large, and this
finishes one update.

3.3 Robust Matrix Factorization

By instituting (5) into (9), we get the objective of our Robust Matrix Factoriza-
tion model.

U∗, V ∗ = argmin
U,V

∑

(i,j)∈W

Mε[(UV T )i,j − Yi,j ] (16)

3 The neighbors of one host i are the hosts j s.t. Yi,j is known, noted as j : (i, j) ∈ W .
4 X = A\B is the solution of A×X = B.
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Both stochastic gradient descent and alternative damped-Newton method can
be applied in similar ways. Note that we only give the update rules for the
out-coordinates U and the rules for V are symmetric.

Stochastic Gradient Descent: Let Fi,j denote the prediction error of record
Yi,j (17). We may minimize it using gradient descent on Ui.

Fi,j = Mε(
D∑

d=1

Ui,dVj,d − Yi,j) (17)

Ui,d ← Ui,d − δ
∂

∂Ui,d
Fi,j (d = 1 · · ·D) (18)

Alternative Damped-Newton: Let Fi denote the sum of prediction error from
i to all its neighbors (19). We try to minimize Fi by updating Ui with alternative
damped-Newton method (15). Again, assuming G = ∇UiFi and H = HUiFi, we
have

Fi =
∑

j:(i,j)∈W

Mε(
D∑

d=1

Ui,dVj,d − Yij) (19)

Ui ← Ui − G\(H + λI) (20)

3.4 Discussion

As can be seen, stochastic gradient descent and alternative damped-Newton ac-
tually work in two fashions. The former considers one measurement record at
a time while the latter update the coordinate of one host based on the current
coordinates of all its neighbors. Intuitively, methods that consider the coordi-
nates of all neighbors of one node converges faster, i.e., requiring fewer iterations
to reach a optimal value. This property is especially desirable when each node
maintain its own coordinates and communicates with its neighbors to adjust the
coordinates. Faster convergence, in this case, means that it takes less time for
the dynamic system to become stable.

However, stochastic gradient descent also has its merits. Since it has no need to
compute the Hessian, and do the matrix inversion, the computational cost of one
iteration is extremely cheap. Therefore, although it may take more iterations,
it is still considerably faster than alternative damped-Newton method when
running on one computer. In Section 4.4, we’ll further investigate the convergence
property of these two methods.

4 Experiments

In this section we empirically compare performance of our models: Robust Vi-
valdi and Robust MF, with traditional models: Vivaldi, DMF, IDES and Phoenix.
We use three large public data sets for our experiments: Meridian [2], P2PSim
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[3], Harvard [1], which are all collected with King method[11]. The data sets are
preprocessed by removing some hosts to guarantee that all the hosts have at
least 32 neighbors. In addition, we are predicting the RTT between hosts, which
should be symmetric (not considering factors such as network congestion), so
for the original latency matrix Y , we transform it to (Y + Y T )/2. After these
preprocessing steps, the three data sets have 2,500, 1740 and 1818 hosts and
average latency of 91.8ms, 75.8ms, 85.7ms, respectively.

4.1 Overview of the Experiments

We have three parameters to be specified in the experiments: K − the number
of measured neighbors of a host, D − the dimension of the coordinates and ε
− the tradeoff parameter between �1 and �2 norm in the Huber norm (8). Note
that in all experiments, the K neighbors of any host are chosen randomly. In
the experiments, we consider the cases when K = 16, 32, 64 and the choice of
D are chosen by experiments to let the algorithms to achieve best accuracy.
We found that Robust-Vivaldi always works best when D = 2. (This coincides
the finding of [9] that increasing the dimension can’t significantly improve the
prediction accuracy in Vivaldi model.) The matrix factorization methods should
have a slightly lower dimension when K are small in order to avoid overfitting,
but a higher dimension when K are large in order to improve accuracy. So we
set D = 5 when K = 16, D = 6 when K = 32 and D = 7 when K = 64. In
Robust Vivaldi and Robust-MF, we set ε = 7 and in Section 4.3 we will conduct
further investigation on the choice of ε.

In Section 4.2, we give the results on the distribution of absolute error. We
then used other two evaluation criteria for later experiments, Mean Absolute
Error (MAE) and Rooted Mean Squared Error (RMSE), defined as follows

MAE = average
(i,j)∈W∗

(∣
∣
∣Ŷi,j − Yi,j

∣
∣
∣

)

RMSE =

√

average
(i,j)∈W∗

[

(Ŷi,j − Yi,j)2
]

(21)

where, W ∗ denotes the indices of a held out test set. For both of the two criteria,
smaller values mean better performance.

4.2 Comparison on Prediction Accuracy

In this subsection, we compare the prediction accuracy of our algorithms with
Phoenix, DMF, IDES and Vivaldi. The comparison results of error distributions
are given in Figure 2(a)-(i) and we also specify the comparison of the 80-percentile
error in Figure 2(j). From these results, we see that robust methods significantly
outperform their non-robust counterparts.This observation verifies the robustness
of the Huber norm in the application of network latency prediction.

It is also remarkable that although Vivaldi does poorly in all our test cases
(which coincides with the conclusion of Phoenix [8] and DMF [15] that matrix
factorization supersedes (non-robust) Vivaldi), Robust Vivaldi achieves much
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(a) P2PSim, K=16
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(b) P2PSim, K=32
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(c) P2PSim, K=64
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(d) Meridian, K=16
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(e) Meridian, K=32
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(f) Meridian, K=64
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(h) Harvard, K=32
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(i) Harvard, K=64

K = 16 K = 32 K = 64

R-Vivaldi R-MF Others R-Vivaldi R-MF Others R-Vivaldi R-MF Others

P2PSim 10.38 15.62 18.24 9.46 11.35 12.35 8.91 9.36 10.31

Meridian 18.57 27.10 24.43 15.82 16.76 18.97 15.20 14.95 15.52

Harvard 15.49 20.18 30.67 14.32 13.89 19.74 14.94 11.83 14.53

(j) 80-percentile error (ms)

Fig. 2. Results of error distribution shown in (a)-(i). The x-axis is the cumulative
fraction of records (in percentiles), and the y-axis is the corresponding prediction error
(in milliseconds). In Table (j), we compare the 80-percentile error, where R-Vivaldi
stands for Robust Vivaldi, R-MF stands for Robust MF and Others stands for the
best result of IDES, Phoenix, DMF and Vivaldi in each test case.
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higher accuracy than other methods when K is small. When K = 16, it super-
sedes all other methods by 25%–30% in terms of 80-percentile error in all 3 data
sets (see in Figure 2(j)). When K is smaller, the advantage is even more obvious.
So Robust Vivaldi may be the preferred model in many applications.

The advantage of Robust Vivaldi may profit from that the number of pa-
rameters utilized by Vivaldi like models (three for each host) is much smaller
than that of matrix factorization based models (2D for each host). According
to the principle of Occam’s razor, when there is no sufficient training data, a
model with fewer parameters faces lower risk of the issue of overfitting and may
perform better. On the other hand, performance of the methods based on ma-
trix factorization improves gradually as K increases, taking lead when K = 64.
When we have sufficient training data, matrix factorization may capture more
information with more parameters and achieve higher prediction accuracy. In
summary, Vivaldi like model is preferred when we have fewer than 32 neighbors
for each host, but when we really know much information about the system
(say, an online P2P game system), matrix factorization based methods has the
potential to provide better accuracy.

4.3 The Choice of ε

In Figure 3, we vary ε, the threshold between �1 norm and �2 norm, and give
the results of both MAE and RMSE on the P2PSim data set. According to the
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Fig. 3. Effect of ε on the prediction error on the P2PSim data-set, K = 32
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definition in (21), MAE and RMSE actually corresponds to the �1 and �2 error
measures respectively. So one would expect that if we minimize the �1 error (set
ε = 0), MAE would be minimized; and if we use the �2 error (set a large ε),
RMSE would be minimized.

Interestingly, this is not the case (see in Figure 3). Neither MAE is best opti-
mized at ε = 0, or is RMSE optimized when we increasing ε. For Robust Vivaldi,
RMSE is best optimized when ε = 40. For Robust MF, RMSE is best optimized
when ε = 7. As ε grows beyond this threshold, the performance deteriorates
greatly. On the other hand, when ε is relatively small (ε < 10), the MAE re-
mains stable for Robust Vivaldi. For Robust MF, MAE drops a little when ε
increases as long as ε < 7.

Theoretically speaking, ε is the threshold between small errors and large er-
rors. As a rule of thumb, we recommend to use the 80-percentile error as ε,
so a value between 5–15 is recommended (choose a percentile error as ε was
recommended in [10]).

4.4 Convergence Analysis

In this section we investigate the convergence of the two optimization schemes,
stochastic gradient descent and alternative damped-Newton. Figure 4 shows how
the MAE criteria of the two algorithms (on p2psim, K = 32) evolve as the
number of iterations increases on both Robust Vivaldi and Robust MF models.
Eventually the two methods converge to almost the same value. Apparently,
alternative damped-Newton converges much faster, reaching a stationary point
within 20 iterations. Stochastic gradient descent, on the other hand, taking more
(about 80) iterations for convergence. However, due to its efficiency in each
round, it still runs much faster than alternative damped-Newton. On a typical
2.4GHz machine, Stochastic Gradient Descent takes less than 10 seconds to
compute a coordinate for any data sets we have used while Alternative Newton
can take about 2 minutes. These empirical results coincide the discussion in
Section 3.4.
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Fig. 4. Convergence investigation
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5 Conclusion and Future Works

In this paper, we argue that the �2-norm widely used in traditional NCS ap-
proaches is not robust for the noisy network latency data. We therefore introduce
an elegant error measure, the Huber norm to network latency prediction, based
on which we upgrade the traditional Vivaldi and matrix factorization NCS ap-
proaches into more robust versions. We conduct extensive experiments and verify
the robustness of the upgraded models. According to the results, we recommend
Robust Vivaldi as the first choice. However, when there are sufficient historical
data, Robust MF is also considerable. We also provide two different learning
methods for the models: the alternative damped-Newton method which takes
fewer iterations to converge, and the stochastic gradient descent method which
is slower in convergence but faster in terms of CPU time. As our future work, we
hope to find factors that could capture the noise and further boost the accuracy
of NCS.
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